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EFFECTIVE SCHOOLS:

DO ELEMENTARY PRESCRIPTIONS FIT SECONDARY SCHOOLS?
1

Over the last few years, research has identified a set of

organizational characteristics that seem to make some schools unusually

effective in serving their instructional function. One,is a school climate

stressing, among other things, academic objectives. A second is strong

instructional leadership from the principal. Unfortunately, most of the

school effectiveness studies have been conducted at the elementary level;

it id hard to interpret their applicability to secondary schools. Research

now underway at Research for Better Schools (RBS) highlights the differ-

ences between elementary and secondary schools and suggests that the basic

organizational structure at the secondary level may necessitate different

approaches to improving effectiveness and even different definitions of

effectiveness. To indicate why this is so this paper reviews some of the

effective schools literature and then describes relevant differences be-

tween elementary and secondary schools before raising questions about how

to promote effectiveness at the secondary level.

What Makes an Effective School?

Ever since the first Coleman Report in 1966, there has been a broad

interest in improving the ability of schools to teach basic communication

and computation skills to children from all family backgrounds. Much

attention has focused on a few unusually effective schools--statistical

"outliers"--where achievement scores are considerably higher than would be

predicted from the socioeconomic background of the student body. Reviews

2
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of studies of such schools suggest a number of characteristics t.hat must be

brought together to promote effectiveness. One of the most frequently

cited reviews, conducted by Ronald Edmonds, highlights the importance cf

strong administrative leadership, expectations that children cau succeed,

an orderly--but not oppressive--atmosphere, an emphasis on basic skills in-

struction over all other activities, the ability to divert resources to

that end, and means to monitor pupil progress.
2

Another review, one spon-

sored by David Clark and his colleagues, concludes that three clusters of

variables contribute to school success: leadership, teaching personnel,

and curriculum and instruction. It goes on to suggest that effective

schools concentrate on narrow targets and clearly defined goals, use

multiple tactics to attain those goals, maintain a balance among tactics,

and concentrate interventions close to the point of effective action. 3

The various studies differ in the specific variables they address and

in their areas of emphasis. However, there are some points of agreement.

One of these is on the importance of the overall climate of thz_ effective

school.
4

This climate is multi-faceted. It includes orderliness and a

belief that children can learn. An important aspect of climate is an

agreement among the staff on goals for the school, and especially on the

importance of stressing basic skills instruction. This is what the Phi

Delta Kappa review refers to as narrow targets of opportunity and what

Edmonds calls an emphasis on basic skills instruction.
5

A second area of agreement is.on the importance of leadership. The

principal is seen as the key actor in modifying the school's climate and

making concrete changes in instructional processes. However, agreement in

this area is more apparent than real because of the ambiguities and

3



contradictions in discussions of leadership. The most common lc.sson drawn

from this literature is that the principal in the effective school should

be an "iiistruCtional leader," almost a master teacher with clout. Austin,

for instance argues that principals in effective schools are dire..!tly in-

volved in the instructional program, often spending eime teaching or being

in the classroom in some other capacity.
6

However, our review indicate's

that the various studies disagree in two areas: the extent to which the

principal should concentrate on instructional as opposed to administrative

matters and whether he or she should seek to direct the instructional pro-

gram or support it by helping others implement their ideas and by promoting

a climate for learning. The Clark review emphasizes the importance of bal-

ancing administrative and instructional concerns. 7
An earlier study, one

not limited to unusually effective schools, found a strong relationship

between leadership and student achievement after family background had been

controlled. However, as operationalized, this conceptualization of leader-

ship did not emphasize actively influencing or directing instruction so

much as facilitating instruction by offering symbolic and material support

to teachers as professionEils.
8

Comparing Elementary and Secondary Schools to the Ideal Effective School

Because the bulk of the effective schools research has been conducted

at the elementary level, it is important to ask how applicable these find-

ings are to secondary schools. Our*current research provides an oppor-

tunity to examine how likely the characteristics of effective schools are

to be found at different levels of the educational system. During the

study, project staff visited a random of sample of 50 schools--27
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elementary and 23 secondary--in southeastern Pennsylvanii.. ['iu the

area includes both extremely urban and isolated rural areas along with all

conditions in between, this broad sample provides a useful mea:!., for

learning about variation in the organization of _;.ullools at jifferepf grad

levels.
9

The major source of data for the study was a. questionnairz.

out by teachers. The number of questionnaires returned ranged from seven

to 69 per school. On the average, usable responses were obtained fYom 86

percent of the teachers in each school.

The results of the study suggest that some of the features that seem

to characterize effective schools are significantly less prevalent at the

secondary level than in elementary schools (Table 1). Our major "climate"

measure focuses on agreement on instructional goals. Teachers were askc',d

to rank the importance "to you as a member of your school" of achieving

seven student outcomes. Within each school, teacher rankings were compared

for similarity.
10

There is significantly less agreement at the seccndary

level than at the elementary level. A substantial portion of this int,lr-

level disagreement is related to emphasis given to basic skills. Substan-

tially more teachers in the elementary schools rank that goal as most

impOrtant (44 percent) than do secondary teachers (30 percent.).

Because of ambiguity about the nature.of leadership, we examined four

measures of it. Differences between levels were statistically significant

on only one variable, but that one--infltence over classroom managemen--is

central to the idea of instructional leadership. In fact, teachers have

more influence than principals oyer day-to-day classroom management

5
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A. Climate Measures

1. Goal Consensus
2

Table I

MEAN SCORE OF THE AVERAGE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL
TN THE RBS SAMPLE ON CLIMATE AND LEADERSHIP MEASURES

School Level
Direction Promoting Statistical Significance

Effective Schooling Elementary Secondary of Between Level Difference
1

High

cr,
2. Percent of Teachers Ranking High

Basic Skills First in Im-
portance

B. Leadership Measures

1. Centralization of Influence:
Glassroom Management3

2. Centralization of Influence:
Programming and Staffing3

3. Administrator7Teacher
Communication4

A. Facilitative Leadership (EPL)4

.440 .246 p4:.001

44.3 30.3 p4C.001

High -1.33 -1.79 p<.001

High 0.57 0.46 n.s.

High 1.43 1.29 n.s.

High 3.63 3.35 n.s.

Based on j t,ao-tailed t-test-
2.

. 1 = complete agreement, 0 -,-- completely random pattern nt goal rankings.

= majur.prin,Apal influence, -3.00 = major teacher influence. 0.00 = equal influence,

4
0.00 = lnw,.5.60 = high



decisions at all levels. But this difference is significantly greater at

the secondary level. On the other hand, influence over program (what

courses are offered, what innovations are adopted), and staffing (who

teaches what course) are shared between teachers and principals. Secondary

principals have about as much influence as their elementary counterparrs.

The idea of instructional leadership implies frequent communication

between principals and teachers about issues related to curriculum, disci-

pline, and the management of specific children. When asked how often they

talk about these issues with their principals, teachers in this study in-

dicate that such communication is almost as infrequent at the secondary as

at the elementary level.

.Another aspect of leadership is facilitating the work of teachers.

This can be done in many ways. One is through symbolic activities that

communicate the expectation that teachers can teach. Gross and Herriott's

Educational Professional Leadership scale addresses this latter aspect of

leadership, and the teachers we studied responded to a subset of those

items.
11

Generally, principals do engage in this sort of activity although

there are substantial differences among schools. However, differences be-

tween levels in this respect are negligible.

Why the Differences?

Taken together, these findings suggest that schools at the two grade

levels are different in important respects. In contrast to high schools,

elementary schools have more of a shared sense of purpose with a greater

emphasis on basic skills instruction. Elementary principals also have more

opportunity to be instructional leaders by influencing classroom management

7



(although this is still definitely in the teacher's zone of corltrol . Why

should this be so?

Such consistent differences between levels are unlikel tc i'eflect ,71:e

characteristics of principals as individuals. Instead, they scem o re-

flect basic aspects of the structure of the secondary school. The Key d r-

ference seems to be that secondary schools are departmentalized. in

effect, a broad range of goals is built into.the structure of a school as

soon as it has separate units for teaching 1F,nglish, mathematics, social

studies, vocational courses, and other topics. Thus, secondary teachets

may agree that basic skills instruction is important, but many of them can

reasonably argue that "it's not, my job." Even the most charismatic .princi-

pal may find it difficult to create consensus on instructional goals with

such built-in diversity.

Departmentalization can also undermine the principal's influence.

Austin suggests that in effective schools principals rely on expert power.

"The principals in these studies were viewed by the teachers. . as per-

sons who are expert in a wide variety of areas concerning education. In

these studies, the principal is identified as an expert instructional

leader. . . and the level of instructional expertise falls in the atea of

reading and arithmetic."12 However, secondary school teachers are subject

matter specialists. In cur sample 66 percent of the secondary teachers

were specialists while only 8 percent were at the elementary level. ,The

principal has to have more knowledge about more subject areas to offer

assistance to such specialists; and when he or she does not, influence be-

comes limited. Thus, a teacher in one high school reports that "By virtue

of law the principal is responsible for instruction in his building. .

8
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Unfortunately, they're not qualified. (My principal) can't help me with

cecond year algebra."

There is also an additional level to the formal hierarchy oi.the

secondary school: the department chair. This person, rather than the

principal, is often the one charged with communicating with teachers about

routine questions of instruction and discipline. This became apparent when

we discussed our findings with principals of schools in the study. One of

the high school principals lOoked at the items on the administrator-teacher

communication scale in particular and said that if a teacher talked to hin,

about some of these issues--like discipline--every day, he would conclude

that dOmething was wrong with the teacher. These principals argued that

discussion of day-to-day instructional matters with teachers was the re-

sponsibility of the department chair:

A second factor that limits the principal's influence with teachers at

the secondary level is staff size. The average secondary school in our

sample has 37 teachers while the average elementary school has only 17. Lt

seems to be difficult for the secondary principal to have direct influence

on the day-to-day work of all teachers in the building. Instead, a great

deal of teacher contact is delegated to others, such as assistant princi-

pals and department chairs. The limitation of size on influence is less

apparent in the area of program and staff. These decisions are made on an

annual cycle so less frequent monitoring of everyday activity is required.

Moreover, since they revolve around the allocation of staff and funds, they

fall into more generally acknowledged areas of administrative authority

than classroom management decisions.

9
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and Deal and Celotti than to the desirable pattern from the effective

schools literature.
13 Structural looseness is accentuated at the secondar!

level by departmentalfzation and increased si/e. These factors undermine

agroement on educational goals and block efforts oi socondary ldministra

tors to influence Pla:;sroom management. Apparently, our ways of Oillikilte;
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about elementary and secondary schools have to be differentiated. ft mav

be more useful to think of the professional staff of an elementary school

as approximating a work group and that of a secondary school as members ef

a complex organization. Then, the principal in the former is more like the

head coach of a sports team. In the latter he or she is somewhat closer to

the chief executive officer of a corporation. Each principal has some re-

sponsibility for maintaining a climate conducive to productivity within his

or her sphere of authority, but relations to instructional processes will

be very different. The first does more to keep track of day-to-day work

and communicates frequently with staff. The second is more concerned with

issues of resource allocation and external relations than technical

processes. This comparison suggests that "leaders" of different kinds of

schools have very different jobs to perform. It also reminds us of the

variety of leadership functions that must be performed and underlines how

little we know about the nature of leadership in all schools.

4n the meantime, this study suggests two means that are open to admin-

istrators at all levels who seek to improve instruction: influencing deci-

sions over program and symbolic leadership. In the final analysis teachers

will- determine how teaching takes place, but administrators can shape that

process by ensuring that the right people teach "the right stuff." Beyc;nd

that, just as students often learn more when teachers believe they can

learn, teachers may teach better when their administrators believe they are

professional instructors. This is a central aspect of facilitative leader-

ship.

The low goal consensus in secondary schools raises important questions

about how to define an "effective school." The current definition is a

11



very special one that focuses on a single content area (basic skills) for a

limited clientele (the urban poor). Public schools have a variety of other

important goals. They prepare children for the world of work and for their

roles as citizens in a democracy; they are also expected to faciliCatc the

development of children's self-concepts. In addition to the urban poor,

schools are expected to serve the working class, the middle class, and the

affluent. The apparent importance of goal consensus implies that creating

"effective schools" requires more than technical fixes; it also calls for

choices that may make some schools less effective at some of the things

they have traditionally done. This is especially true of secondary schools

with their broad mission. The value decision that in high school staff

seem to be faced with is whether they are willing to stop doing some of the

things they do now in order to do other things better.

Finally, although we have suggested ways to rethink how climate,

school objectives, and leadership'can contribute to achievement at the

secondary level, we would emphasize that if is too early to draw conclu-

sions for action from the school effectiveness research. Most of the

studies have been conducted at the elementary level, and there are system-

atic organizational ,clifferences between levels that seem to preclude gen-

eralizing from one to the other. Ne now need a series of studies that ask

the same questions about how to promote achievement at the secondary level.

These studies should benefit from the methodological lessons learned from

the ea'tlier school effectiveness research and be sensitive to the broad

goals and departmentalized structure of secondary schools.

12
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